
Subject: FW: RAAus General Meeting 
 

RAAus General Meeting 

 

The following is a précis of the 9th February Extraordinary General Meeting of the RAAus 

taken by Paul McKeown: 

 

Meeting starts 0945 

 

 

David Isaac moved that independent chair be appointed Caz Gurney seconded motion 

 

Steve Runciman refused to accept a vote on this. 

 

Calls from the floor both sides of argument 

 

Discussion on validity of presidency following his resignation and re-appointment 

 

Discussion on impartiality  

 

Doug Hamilton drew attention to the constitution (president shall hold chair) 

 

Dave Isaac demands Steve Runciman identify legal council in the room and advice given and 

who is paying him to be present. 

 

This was not done. 

 

Adjournment  

 

Identified that approx 5 board members have not seen legal advice and that members requests 

for sighting legal advice not granted. 

 

Reluctant agreement to move on 

 

Runciman explains 

-Junior membership - claims honest mistake blames Tizzard, Tully -Don Ramsey responds 

claiming Tizzard and Runciman deliberately acted without board approval -Court Case 

involving RAAus vs Carol Smith- unable to advise membership due legal constraints -

Discussion on whether or not the entire board has been kept appraised of the case -RAAUS 

lawyer spoke on nature of liability cases and potential loss of insurance if intervention in 

case. 

-Spencer Ferry (member and lawyer) spoke from the floor said that a board précis of the case 

should be no-jeopardy. 

Not forthcoming 

Some board members claim to be less than informed 

 

Motion from the floor that each piece of information be accepted Steve Runciman tries to 

dismiss but seconding received from the floor. 

 



Voted and carried 

 

-CASA Audits 

-Runciman 'we didn't fail in my mind' 

-long  explanation 

- 

Motion by Jeff Kidd.     

Motion that board examine board and office structures to bring to modern management 

practises. And to establish a structure for sub committees such as Governance Remuneration 

Safety and compliance Communications Seconded by Spencer Ferry 

 

Motion to employ an external business management consultant to oversea first point in 

aforementioned motion Seconded Carried 

 

-Lack of financial reporting in contravention of the constitution and the Association's Act of 

he ACT and the Deed of Agreement with CASA Numerous speakers - strong discussion on 

lack of disclosure and visibility to members of financial statements. Lack of auditors report 

Treasure Eugenie Reid rose and promised that it would never happen again Discussion on 

financial loss due to rego crisis. 

Half year financial report to Dec31st 2012 presented to meeting Showed $34,330 loss Legal 

bill for last 6months does not appear on Half year results and is not disclosed. 

 

Question asked as to whether the RAAus assets are adequately insured (given aforementioned 

court case) Steve Runciman avoided the question twice No reasonable answer given Concern 

and consternation from the floor. 

 

Spencer Ferry reiterated the importance of good, professional governance going forward to 

ensure future viability of organisation. Believes board needs to 'own problems' 

 

Michael Apps (Board Member) rose to speak on member apathy and lack of members putting 

their hand up for board duties. 75% of board members are elected unopposed - became quote 

emotional. 

 

Discussion and questions from the floor regarding the performance of CEO Steve Tizzard 

Strong opinion from the floor on the former CEO (both sides) (Steve Tizzard was present at 

the meeting) Further discussion on board oversite of the former CEO 

 

Question from Dave Isaac about legitimacy of Paul Middleton's letter and whether he had 

board approval By show of hands following a question, the board indicated that most were 

unaware of Paul Middleton's letter prior to it being sent Executive responded that it was they 

who authorised the letter. 

Cost of letter questioned - $7500.00 to organisation reported! 

Dave Isaac accuses  Paul Middleton with using RAAus funds to solicit support for one side of 

the argument. 

 

Questions and discussion on the over-inflated membership numbers put forward at the AGM 

(Heck Field) 

 

Question asked as to whether Ibis owners are known to be legally perusing RAAus President 

answers no Question asked as to who instructed office staff to lie to members citing computer 



glitch to rego problem rather than audit failures Exec answers 'we were unaware that this 

occurred' 

 

Question asked by Paul McKeown that executive, each in-turn address the meeting to 

summarise their feelings and analysis of the meeting and to report whether they each felt they 

had the confidence of the members to continue in their position and to exercise their duties 

going forward. 

 

Each member of the executive spoke - their was some indication that they 'understood that 

the members were not happy'. All indicated that they thought (and would like to) continue in 

their positions. None gave an indication on the matter of member confidence. 

 

Motion by Paul McKeown to add an operations and a technical committee  to aforementioned 

committee structure, Aim: to provide support and guidance to Operational and Technical 

Manager on policy matters Seconded  Not Carried - Bummer! 

 

Paul McKeown leaves meeting at 1630 

 

It was reported to me that minor matters only were discussed after this. 

 

Meeting end approx 1700 

 

 

 

My analysis 

 

This was a long and painful meeting, but one that we had to have. 

The reluctance to accept the president as chair initially should be seen together with the 

reluctance to accept his president's report at the previous AGM as an alarming lack of 

confidence by some elements of the membership. 

 

That such an extraordinary GM was even called for by the members highlights this again. 

 

The key goal of the meeting was to force the board and more particularly the executive to 

give an account of the circumstances leading up to the CASA audit failures. This was 

achieved, although they stopped well short of accepting any responsibility for the obvious 

systemic failures involved. 

 

The meeting also achieved the aim of communicating to the board and executive, the general 

mood amongst the membership for more information and accountability. 

 

The meeting was at times very heated, with passionate argument from both sides. 

 

I would say that the floor was divided roughly 50:50 in terms of support for and against the 

board. Most of the detailed argument came from opponents of the board whereas the board 

supporters main argument seemed to be in the form of personal support for individuals - 

along the lines of 'Leave them alone, they're doing the best they can'. 

 

It was revealed to me prior to the meeting that some of the board members held significant 

numbers of proxies, possibly received in light of Paul Middleton's letter. It was suggested to 



me that these may have numbered around 700! This was later confirmed as a roughly 

accurate figure. 

 

It became evident therefore that the opponents of the board would have been the voting 

minority. 

 

Consensus was received, however on two out of three motions put up on relatively  benign 

but useful matters. 

 

No votes of no confidence were put forward, but the executive was made aware that should 

their performance not improve, that this may occur at the April Meeting (Natfly). 

 

I hope that the board realises the significance of the failings highlighted to them at the 

meeting today, but I'm not convinced that the proverbial 'penny has dropped'. 

 

We the members, must take a particular interest in the performance of the board and the 

executive going forward, but particularly over the next few months. We must watch closely 

to make sure they honour their commitment to upgrade to best practise management and that 

they don' take the membership for granted. 

 

Thanks for your interest  

 

Yours in ultralighting 

 

Paul McKeown 

 


